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(57) ABSTRACT 

A heat exchanger having tubes 21 for ?owing a medium and 
tanks 3 each formed of an end plate 32 having tube insertion 
holes 5 for connection of the tubes and a tank plate 31 
connected to the end plate, Which are assembled and brazed 
in a heating furnace, Wherein the tank plate 31 is formed of 
a plate provided With braZing rnaterials R1, R2, and at least 
one of the tank plate 31 and the end plate 32 is provided With 
separator portions 311, 321 not provided With the braZing 
material for prevention of the braZing material from out 
?oWing. The tank 3 has partition plates 7 for dividing the 
interior, the inner surface of at least one of the tank plate 31 
and the end plate 32 is clad With the braZing material, and 
the partition plates 7 are formed of a bare material not clad 
With a braZing rnaterial. 

And, the end plate 32 has the braZing rnaterial clad on its one 
surface only, and the ends of the ?ns 4 and the surface of the 
end plate 32 not clad With the braZing material are opposed 
to each other at the time of braZing. 
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HEAT EXCHANGER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention relates to a heat exchanger 
used for a heat-exchange cycle Which is mounted on 
vehicles and the like. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0002] It is generally known that a heat exchanger con 
?guring a heat-exchange cycle mounted on vehicles or the 
like is, for example, a radiator, a condenser, an evaporator or 
the like. 

[0003] For example, the condenser has a plurality of ?at 
tubes and a plurality of ?ns alternately stacked, the ends of 
the tubes inserted in the tube insertion holes of tanks, and 
integrally bonded by a braZing material Which is clad to the 
tanks and tubes in a heating furnace. The condenser per 
forms heat exchange of the medium ?oWing through the 
tanks and tubes With the open air. Partition plates are 
disposed Within the tanks to change a ?oWing direction of 
the medium. The tanks may be provided With a braZing 
material on the outer surfaces of the tanks to connect 
accessories such as a connector or the like. 

[0004] The heat exchanger used for the heat-exchange 
cycle for vehicles is desired to be light-Weighted. Therefore, 
respective members con?guring the heat exchanger are 
considered to be made of a material having a thickness as 
thin as possible With safety taken into consideration. Gen 
erally, the braZing material contains silicon (Si) and, When 
the braZing material melts in a heating furnace, it forms an 
Al—Si eutectic liquid phase With aluminum or an 
aluminum alloy, Which is a material forming the tubes and 
the tanks, to braZe the respective members. 

[0005] The Al—Si eutectic liquid phase has a liquidus 
temperature loWer than that of the aluminum or aluminum 
alloy con?guring the tubes and the like. Therefore, When an 
excessive amount of braZing material ?oWs to the tubes 
having a thickness thinner than that of the tanks in the 
heating furnace, the A1 of the tube surface reacts With the 
excessive amount of braZing material to form a large amount 
of Al—Si eutectic liquid phase. This may result in a disad 
vantage in that a hole is formed in the tubes, erosion is 
caused or the like. The erosion is a phenomenon in Which the 
melted braZing material erodes a base metal. 

[0006] Accordingly, the present invention provides a heat 
exchanger With high safety Which prevents an excessive 
amount of braZing material from ?oWing to the tubes and has 
an appropriate amount of braZing material used to braZe the 
respective members. 

[0007] The heat exchanger used for a condenser or the like 
of a car air conditioner has its core con?gured by alternately 
stacking a plurality of tubes and ?ns and a pair of tanks 
connected for communication With both ends of the stacked 
tubes. A block member is attached to the top and bottom 
ends of both tanks, an inlet joint for introduction of a 
medium is attached to an appropriate portion of one of the 
tanks, and an outlet joint for discharging the medium is 
attached to an appropriate portion of the other tank. 

[0008] Partition plates for dividing the tank interiors are 
disposed at required positions in the tanks so that the 
medium ?oWs to meander betWeen the inlet joint and the 
outlet joint. 
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[0009] The above-described tanks each generally has a 
substantially cylindrical shape and is formed to have a single 
body or a tWo-split type body Which is formed by assem 
bling members having a substantially semicircular cross 
section. BetWeen the members forming the tWo-split type 
tank, one having holes for connection of the ends of the 
tubes is called the end plate and the other is called the tank 
plate. This tWo-split type tank has advantages in that the 
holes for connection of the ends of the tubes are readily 
formed and the partition plates are easily attached. 

[0010] It Was necessary to accurately ?t the dimensions of 
the partition plates to the inside surface of the tank so not to 
have any gap betWeen the inside Wall of the tank and the 
partition plates because such a gap alloWs the medium partly 
bypass through the gap and degrades the performance. 

[0011] But, the tWo-split type tank often has a complex 
sectional shape at the junction of the end plate and the tank 
plate, and it Was hard to match the dimensions of the 
partition plates. 
[0012] Under the circumstances described above, an 
object of the present invention is to provide a heat exchanger 
having tWo-split type tanks and high airtightness Which is 
free from leakage of a medium betWeen the inside surface of 
the tank and the partition plates Without strictly controlling 
the dimensions of the partition plates. 

[0013] As described above, the heat exchanger such as a 
radiator or an evaporator of the refrigeration cycle is con 
?gured by alternately stacking a plurality of tubes and a 
plurality of ?ns to form a core and connecting the ends of the 
tubes to the tanks. 

[0014] The medium is taken into the inside through the 
inlet joint formed on the tank, passed through the tubes 
While conducting heat exchange by the heat conducted to the 
core and discharged to the outside through the outlet joint 
formed on the tank. Afan may be disposed on the outside of 
the heat exchanger to send air to the core. 

[0015] Besides, this type of heat exchanger is produced by 
assembling respective aluminum or aluminum alloy mem 
bers and heating the assembly in a furnace to be braZed into 
one body. 

[0016] In vieW of the heat-exchanging performance of 
such a heat exchanger, a gap betWeen the ?ns and the tank 
is desired to be as small as possible. Because, if the gap 
betWeen the ?ns and the tank is large, air leaks through the 
gap, and the heat-exchanging performance drops. 

[0017] But, there is a problem that, When the ?ns and the 
end plates are approached to one another, the braZing 
material melted from the tank at the time of braZing reaches 
the ends of the ?ns, and the ends of the ?ns are melted by 
erosion. 

[0018] In other Words, the ?ns are thin and their ends have 
a disadvantage of easily causing unnecessary erosion 
because of an effect of the braZing material. 

[0019] The present invention Was achieved under the 
circumstances as described above, and it is to provide a heat 
exchanger Which effectively avoids the ends of ?ns from 
being eroded by a braZing material. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

[0020] The invention described in claim 1 is a heat 
exchanger Which has tubes for ?oWing a medium and a tank 
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comprising an end plate having tube insertion holes for 
connecting the tubes and a tank plate connected to the end 
plate and formed by assembling the respective members and 
brazing the members for connection in a heating furnace; 
Wherein the tank plate is formed of a plate provided With a 
braZing material, and at least one of the tank plate and the 
end plate is provided With a separator portion not having a 
braZing material for prevention of a braZing material from 
out?oWing. 
[0021] Thus, the heat exchanger is formed of tWo mem 
bers of the tank plate and the end plate, and at least one of 
the end plate and the tank plate is provided With the 
separator portion for prevention of the braZing material from 
out?oWing, so that the molten braZing material is prevented 
from moving by the separator portion Within the heating 
furnace. 

[0022] Generally, the molten braZing material ?oWs along 
the braZing material disposed on the members in the heating 
furnace and guided into the gaps formed When the members 
are assembled. An excessive amount of molten braZing 
material is especially accumulated in the gaps betWeen the 
tubes and the tube insertion holes to form a large amount of 
Al—Si eutectic liquid phase, and erosion tends to occur on 
the tubes in contact With the tube insertion holes. 

[0023] According to the invention, the separator portion 
Which is not provided With the braZing material and prevents 
the braZing material from out?oWing is disposed on at least 
one of the tank plate and the end plate, so that the separator 
portion prevents the braZing material from ?oWing, and an 
excessive amount of braZing material is prevented from 
?oWing to the tubes. Therefore, erosion of the tubes con 
?guring the heat exchanger can be prevented, and a highly 
safe heat exchanger can be provided. 

[0024] For example, even if the molten braZing material 
?oWs over the separator portion in the heating furnace, a 
?oWing amount of the molten material to the tubes can be 
reduced by the separator portion, and the How of the 
excessive amount of braZing material to the tubes can be 
prevented. 
[0025] The invention described in claim 2 relates to the 
invention according to claim 1, Wherein the separator por 
tion is disposed on a surface of the end plate Which is in 
contact With the tank plate. 

[0026] For example, When the tank plate is formed to have 
a substantially U-shaped cross section and the outer surface 
of the end plate is contacted With the inside of the U-shaped 
opening to con?gure the tubular tank, the edges of the end 
plate is contacted With the tank plate. The separator portion 
not having the braZing material is disposed on one surface of 
the edges of the end plate contacted With the tank plate. In 
the heating furnace, the separator portion prevents the braZ 
ing material disposed on the tank plate from ?oWing. There 
fore, an excessive amount of braZing material does not How 
to the tubes, and the tubes can be braZed for connection into 
the tube insertion holes of the end plate With an appropriate 
amount of braZing material. 

[0027] The invention described in claim 3 relates to the 
invention according to claim 2, Wherein the tank plate has 
the braZing material disposed on its surface Which becomes 
at least the inner surface of the tank, and the end plate has 
the braZing material disposed on its surface Which becomes 
the inner surface of the tank. 
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[0028] Thus, even When the braZing material is disposed 
on the surface of the tank plate Which becomes the inside of 
the tank and the surface of the end plate Which becomes the 
inside of the tank, the separator portion prevents the braZing 
material disposed on the tank plate from ?oWing and pre 
vents an excessive amount of braZing material from ?oWing 
to the tubes in the heating furnace. 

[0029] The invention described in claim 4 relates to the 
invention according to any one of claims 1 to 3, Wherein the 
tank plate is provided With the separator portion on its 
surface Which is in contact With the end plate. 

[0030] For example, even When the braZing material is 
disposed on the surface of the tank plate Which becomes the 
outside of the tank, the separator portion prevents the 
braZing material disposed on the tank plate from ?oWing and 
prevents an excessive amount of braZing material from 
?oWing to the tubes. 

[0031] The invention described in claim 5 relates to the 
invention according to any one of claims 1 to 4, Wherein the 
tank is provided With a partition plate Within it, and the tank 
is formed by assembling the tank plate and the end plate 
While positioning by the partition plate. 

[0032] Thus, the tank formed of tWo members, the tank 
plate and the end plate, has the tank plate and the end plate 
positioned by the partition plate disposed Within the tank, so 
that the tank plate and the end plate can be prevented from 
displacing. 

[0033] The invention described in claim 6 relates to the 
invention according to any one of claims 1 to 5, Wherein the 
heat exchanger uses tubes Which are formed of a plate. 

[0034] When the tubes are formed of a plate, the tubes 
Which can secure the required pressure resistance can be 
formed even if the plate is thin. Thus, When the tubes formed 
of a thin plate is used, the heat exchanger can be light 
Weighted. 

[0035] And, even When the thin tubes are used, the sepa 
rator portion prevents the braZing material from ?oWing, so 
that an excessive amount of braZing material does not 
out?oW to the tubes. Therefore, erosion resulting from the 
out?oWing of an excessive amount of braZing material to the 
tubes can be prevented from occurring, and a highly safe 
heat exchanger can be provided. 

[0036] The invention described in claim 7 relates to the 
invention according to any one of claims 1 to 6, Wherein the 
tubes have slits on the outer surfaces of the tubes Which are 
in contact With tube insertion holes of the end plate. 

[0037] As described above, When the tubes have the slits, 
the molten braZing material in the heating furnace is intro 
duced into the slits. In other Words, the braZing material 
?oWs through the gaps betWeen the tube insertion holes and 
the tubes and is draWn into the slits. Therefore, the tubes and 
the end plate are joined With an appropriate amount of 
braZing material, and defective braZing can be avoided. 

[0038] The invention described in claim 8 relates to a heat 
exchanger having tubes for ?oWing a medium and tanks to 
Which ends of the tubes are connected, Wherein the tanks are 
formed by braZing an end plate Which is formed With holes 
for connection of the ends of the tubes, a tank plate con 
nected to the end plate, and a partition plate for dividing the 
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interior, and a brazing material is clad to the inner surface of 
at least one of the tank plate and the end plate, and the 
partition plate is formed of a bare material Which is not clad 
With a brazing material. 

[0039] Conventionally, When the partition plate clad With 
the brazing material Was used, the molten brazing material 
on the inner surface of the tank became integral With the 
molten brazing material of the partition plate at the time of 
brazing, attracted by gravitation or capillary phenomenon 
and out?oWn to another portion along the partition plate. 
Therefore, the brazing material for brazing the partition plate 
became short in amount, and the partition plat Was apt to be 
brazed defectively. 

[0040] According to the present invention, since the par 
tition plate is a bare material Which is not clad With the 
brazing material, the molten brazing material on the inner 
surface of the tank When brazing hardly out?oWs along the 
unWet partition plate. As a result, the brazing material for 
brazing the partition plate does not become short, and the 
partition plates can be brazed adequately even if there are 
some gaps betWeen the inner surface of the tank and the 
partition plate. 

[0041] Therefore, the medium does not leak betWeen the 
inner surface of the tank and the partition plate even if the 
dimensions of the partition plate are not controlled strictly as 
before, and a highly airtight heat exchanger can be provided. 

[0042] The invention described in claim 9 relates to the 
invention according to claim 8, Wherein the tubes have slits 
formed on the surfaces. 

[0043] The present invention is particularly effective for a 
heat exchanger having tubes Which have slits in the surface. 

[0044] When the tubes have the slits in the surface, the 
brazing material melted on the inner surface of the tank at 
the time of brazing is draWn into the slits by capillarity 
phenomenon and out?oWn to the tubes. Therefore, the 
brazing material for brazing the partition plate became short, 
and the partition plate Was apt to be brazed defectively. 

[0045] According to the invention, even if the brazing 
material on the inner surface of the tank out?oWs to the 
tubes, the brazing material does not out?oW along the 
partition plates as before, so that an out?oW amount is 
substantially reduced, the brazing material for brazing the 
partition plate does not become short, and the partition plate 
can be brazed adequately. 

[0046] The invention described in claim 10 relates to the 
invention according to claim 9, Wherein the tubes are formed 
of a plate material. 

[0047] The present invention is particularly effective for a 
heat exchanger having the tubes Which are formed of a plate 
material. 

[0048] So-called roll forming tubes Which are formed of a 
plate material have partitions in their interiors formed by 
bending a plate material to have a corrugated shape, and slits 
are formed in the surface. Therefore, the brazing material 
melted on the inner surface of the tank at the time of brazing 
is draWn into the slits by capillary phenomenon and out?oWs 
to the tubes. Therefore, the brazing material for brazing the 
partition plate became short, and the partition plate Was 
brazed defectively. 
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[0049] According to the present invention, even When the 
brazing material on the inner surface of the tank out?oWs to 
the tubes, the brazing material does not How along the 
partition plate as before, so that an out?oWing amount is 
substantially reduced. Thus, the brazing material for brazing 
the partition plates does not become short, and the partition 
plate can be brazed adequately. 

[0050] The invention described in claim 11 is a heat 
exchanger having a core Which is formed by stacking tubes 
and ?ns and tanks to Which the ends of the tubes are 
connected, and performing heat exchange by a medium 
?oWing through the tubes by heat conducted to the core, 
Wherein the tanks have an end plate Which is formed With 
holes for connection of the tubes and a tank plate to Which 
the end plate is attached, the heat exchanger is formed by 
assembling and brazing the tubes, the ?ns, the end plate and 
the tank plate in a furnace, the end plate has a brazing 
material clad on its one surface only, and the ends of the ?ns 
are opposed to a surface of the end plate not clad With the 
brazing material at the time of brazing. 

[0051] By con?guring as described above, erosion of the 
ends of the ?ns by the brazing material can be avoided 
ef?ciently. 

[0052] In other Words, the ends of the ?ns have a disad 
vantage that unnecessary erosion is apt to be caused by an 
in?uence of the brazing material. But, according to the 
present invention, the brazing material melted from the tank 
can be prevented from being brought to the ends of the ?ns, 
and such a disadvantage can be avoided. 

[0053] Besides, it is desirable that the ?ns and the tanks 
are mutually approached as close as possible in vieW of the 
heat-exchange performance of the core. Especially, When air 
is sent to the core, air leaks through the gap betWeen the ?ns 
and the tanks if it is large. In this connection, the present 
invention has no possibility of causing erosion at the ends of 
the ?ns even if the ?ns and the tanks are close to each other. 
And, the heat exchanger is con?gured quite rationally. 

[0054] The invention described in claim 12 relates to the 
invention according to claim 11, Wherein the ends of the ?ns 
have a minimum distance of 2.0 mm or less from the surface 
of the end plate Which is not clad With the brazing material. 

[0055] By con?guring as described above, the heat-ex 
change performance of the core can be secured adequately. 

[0056] In other Words, if the gap betWeen the ?ns and the 
tanks is large, it causes loWering of the heat-exchange 
performance, but the present invention sets the upper limit 
of the gap to 2.0 mm in order to prevent the heat-exchange 
performance from loWering. 

[0057] The invention described in claim 13 relates to the 
invention according to claim 11, Wherein the ends of the ?ns 
are in contact With the surface of the end plate Which is not 
clad With the brazing material. 

[0058] By con?guring as described above, the heat-ex 
change performance of the core can be secured adequately. 

[0059] In other Words, if the gap betWeen the ?ns and the 
tanks is large, the heat-exchange performance is loWered, 
but the present invention has them mutually contacted to 
prevent the heat-exchange performance from loWering. 












